A s an enumerator for the 1891 census of Canada, Ronald Green frequently encountered suspicion and resistance as he attempted to document the Aboriginal population of British Columbia's northern coastal region. 1 At one cannery Green reported Native employees reluctant to cooperate. He explained that their attitude was caused by their Chinese co-workers telling them that enumerators were really poll-tax collectors, a tax to which the Chinese themselves were subjected. Green coerced them to give him their census information by informing them that, while he did not personally care if their names were recorded, "anyone not on the list might as well be dead," and thus ineligible for government assistance in the future. 2 Green's experiences suggest some of the ways in which the enumeration of Aboriginal peoples was part of a larger context of colonialism and the power struggles inherent in Native-newcomer relations.
Benedict Anderson sees the census as shaping the way an imperial power imagines its colonial communities, primarily through its classification of ethnic or racial identities. 3 As Bruce Curtis has argued, while censuses reflect the existing organization of a society, they also impose an imagined order onto that society that is related to the political and cultural goals of the state, and its attempts to administer and regulate its subjects. Simply put, "censuses are made not taken." 4 Aside from Curtis, other scholars have revealed that the construction of questions and categories for the census schedules, the instructions to enumerators, and the physical process of enumeration influenced the type of information collected and the accuracy with which it was recorded. 5 In particular, Rob Watts has shown that the Australian enumeration of the 1830s facilitated a kind of "racial government" in which the census categories identified and separated different groups which then could be targeted for special administrative policies. As he and Margaret Jobe have done for Aborigines in Australia and Native Americans in the United States, the enumeration of First Nations and Métis peoples in Canada needs to be considered differently from other ethnicities because of their unique relationship with the state. 6 Over the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Aboriginal peoples in Canada became increasingly subject to a separate regulatory body, the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA), and assimilationist legislation such as the Indian Act, both of which affected enumeration. 7 As the census extended to Canada's north and west, DIA officials often acted as census enumerators and, consequently, its creation of the legal categories of Métis and status Indian blurred the ethnic definitions laid out by the census instructions. Some Aboriginal peoples viewed the census as part of the ongoing process of their nation-to-nation relationship with the British Crown or the Canadian government, but many refused to answer the questions of the enumerators, seeing them as part of the colonial order which the DIA attempted to impose. Understanding the colonial context of Aboriginal enumeration is important because, as Curtis suggests, interpreting the information recorded within the census is necessarily constrained without knowing how the data was collected and analyzed. 8 The need to fully explore how the colonial relationship between the Canadian state and the Aboriginal peoples of Canada affected enumeration resulted from the creation of a public use sample of the 1891 census and the indexing of the Aboriginal population within these census manuscripts at the University of Guelph. 9 The increasing availability of Canadian data being released by the census projects at Guelph (1871, 1891), York University (1871), the Programme de recherche en démographie historique at the led by the University of Ottawa (1911, 1921, 1931, 1941, 1951) , will result in the emergence of new historical studies using this information. 10 Furthermore, public policy for Aboriginal peoples regarding health care, education, housing needs, and social programs is assessed and planned based on past and projected population figures. 11 Thus, critical analyses of the production of the census are required to understand the census data itself. Various boards of registration, statistics, and agriculture administered the census until the federal Department of Agriculture took over after Confederation. In 1912 control of the Census and Statistics Office passed to the Department of Trade and Commerce. 12 Over the nineteenth century, these departments increasingly coordinated their efforts with the Department of Indian Affairs, particularly in the northwest, finally culminating in the specific instructions in 1901 that Indian Agents should be the enumerators for Native communities. As the supposed experts who governed Aboriginal peoples, the DIA seemed to be the practical choice to facilitate census-taking. In part this coordination stemmed from the ever-expanding territory and the diversity of Aboriginal peoples that the census was supposed to cover. The 1851-1852 and 1861 censuses of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick included territory settled for some time by Europeans and their descendants and for which treaties, or at least reserves, had been negotiated. These Native communities appeared to be settled and assimilated, at least outwardly, and the process of their enumeration resembled that of non-Native areas. The expansion of the census to more northerly parts of Ontario and Quebec in 1871, in the 1880s to some parts of western Canada, and in 1891 and 1901 to even more northern and western land, meant that census officials encountered Aboriginal groups which were more unfamiliar. In the more isolated areas, First Nations were often dispersed and moving as they pursued seasonal subsistence rounds. The DIA, accustomed to working with Hudson Bay officials and missionaries, employed these individuals, who knew the territory and its inhabitants, to help enumerate the Aboriginal population. The lack of a common language in northwestern areas also hampered enumeration, but the DIA was accustomed to employing interpreters.
Like Watts' "racial government," the Department of Indian Affairs also had its own particular interests in obtaining census information. After the 1871 census the DIA admitted that it had discovered the existence of some previously unknown bands in Ontario and Quebec. Since these groups did not receive treaty annuities, it concluded, they had had no inducements to report themselves to department officials. The DIA 1871 annual report was adjusted to include these groups. 13 Likewise, in 1891 and in 1911, the Department amended its own internal register of the "Nomadic Indians" in Ontario and Quebec according to the Dominion censuses. 14 For the Department of Indian Affairs to be able to effectively govern, or control, these communities, specific information gathered by the census was required. Jobe suggests that in the United States detailed information about Native Americans was not required until westward settlement increased and the Indian Removal Act was proposed. 15 Similarly, in Canada, as immigrants moved westward and encroached upon untreatied Aboriginal land, the census provided information which could be used in planning for negotiations with Aboriginal groups. Population numbers would allow government officials to 
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anticipate the required land base for reserves and the total of yearly per capita annuities before treaty negotiations. Such numbers would also indicate the required amount of scrip, a certificate given to the Métis in the northwest which could be cashed for money or used for land allotment. Information about languages spoken would indicate whether interpreters were needed in treaty or scrip negotiations. Religious information could show the apparent need for missionaries to be sent to Native communities, and the number of children indicated if a residential school was needed, or if all the children attended an existing institution. As Watts has noted for Australia, the location of certain Aboriginal groups as recorded on the census could also indicate where a possible uprising might occur, a fear in the Canadian northwest even after the Riel Rebellion. 16 As new northwest territories entered Confederation, population totals were used to apportion the representation in the House of Commons. While there was no agreement on the status of Aboriginal peoples (the 1895 western censuses included Métis and excluded First Nations on the basis of not being citizens, but British Columbia counted both towards political representation in their 1871 Terms of Union), 17 the government needed to know how many individuals in new provinces or territories were of First Nations, Métis, and European background.
For these reasons, over the nineteenth century the census bureau increasingly coordinated its efforts with the Department of Indian Affairs. In the earliest censuses, regular enumerators included Aboriginal families in their house-to-house visits, a task made easier by the fact that most of the Aboriginal population in the areas enumerated had settled on reserves. By 1881, with the extension of the census to more unsettled areas, a variety of approaches were used to enumerate the Native population. Aboriginal groups that had negotiated treaties were counted through the annuity payment records of the DIA, but the eastern part of the northwest territories (later Ungava and part of Keewatin) was enumerated through household visits. For most of the northwest territories, however, the 1881 census report confessed that it was "almost impossible" to enumerate the resident Aboriginal peoples. Consequently, census officials estimated the population of the western northwest territories outside of treaty areas, and in the northern and interior parts of the province of British Columbia. 18 This latter estimate was taken from one of the 1871 census reports written by Joseph-Charles Taché, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Statistics, who based his calculations on a complicated mix of other censuses conducted by missionaries, explorers, and the Hudson Bay's Company. 19 Census officials assumed this estimate to be accurate because a comparison between the regularly enumerated areas in 1881 and the estimates of the same areas for 1871 matched approximately. Still, the 1881 report cautioned, reliable information about birth, death, and other categories was "not obtainable" for most of the Aboriginal population in Manitoba, British Columbia, and the territories. 20 The western census of the districts of Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Assiniboia during 1884-1885 did not attempt to enumerate the Aboriginal population through household visits because the Department of Agriculture feared it would "excite" them. It assumed that Natives would not understand the "real object" of the census and instead perceive a "wrong and perhaps a mischievous motive." 21 Accordingly, for those Aboriginal people receiving supplies and treaty payments, the census bureau obtained its information from the files of the Department of Indian Affairs in Ottawa. 22 For Manitoba, the census report noted that some reliance on Indian agents was unavoidable due to the nomadic nature of Natives and a lack of enumerators who could speak Aboriginal languages. For those who did not fall under treaty areas, enumeration was attempted through household visits. 23 Because the ethnic origin column was removed from the 1891 census, there is less explicit information about the protocol to enumerate Aboriginal peoples at this time. One British Columbia Census Commissioner, R. E. Gosnell, stated that Indian Affairs had not been consulted for the taking of the census nor had they made any reference to the Department's own census returns. 24 Gosnell's statement may, however, only refer to Native communities Examining the 1891 census manuscripts themselves suggests that the Department of Agriculture cooperated with the DIA in some parts of Canada. In Manitoba treaty and non-treaty Natives were enumerated differently. Throughout this province's schedules there are treaty Indian tallies listed at the end of each district, which contain only numbers of male and female Natives. These tallies cannot be a summary of individuals enumerated in the preceding schedules because the numbers often exceed the total number of individuals enumerated within that district. As well, in some cases, families within the regular enumeration schedules have been annotated as non-treaty Indians. It seems that the Natives who had taken treaty and therefore lived on reserves were not enumerated in the style of the rest of the population and that the tallies were taken from Indian Affairs records. In contrast, a review of the 1891 census manuscripts for Alberta and Assiniboia suggests no Natives were enumerated at all. The presence of Indian Agents, interpreters, and farm instructors in the census with no accompanying Native presence is telling, as is the lack of treaty Indian tallies written onto the manuscripts. In Saskatchewan it appears that reserve or treaty Indians were included in the regular house-to-house enumeration process, as evident from the presence of Aboriginal style names and occupations. 27 Although they were not universally obeyed, the 1901 census instructions were the first to explicitly state that for Treaty Indians "it will generally be found advantageous to employ officials and other agents in place of the regular enumerators. In every such case the commissioner for the district will be notified, and he will be required to withdraw the schedules dealing with the particular subjects from the regular enumerators and to inform them accord- Coordination of the census with the DIA meant that its colonial policies shaped how enumerators recorded census information on the nominal schedule. While the census instructions defined an "Indian" or "half-breed" based on biological ancestry -that is race or ethnic origin -the DIA created other definitions based on legal terms under the Indian Act, an important distinction which affected enumeration when Indian agents assisted or carried out the census on their reserves. The census of 1851 in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick included a column called race which allowed any ethnic origin to be entered. The 1852 census of Canada East and West simply had a column to indicate if an individual was an Indian. In 1861 the census schedule grouped "coloured," "mulattos," and "Indians" together in one column; enumerators were to mark down "Ind" in this space if applicable. 31 By 1871 the question about race had developed into an identification of ethnic origin which could include a response of Indian. This category was repeated in the 1881 national enumeration, and in the 1884-1886 censuses of the districts of Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, and the province of Manitoba. In the 1891 national census the origin category was removed and replaced by a column to identify FrenchCanadians and another for the birthplace of parents. This shift had been devised as a solution to the earlier problem of respondents answering "Canadian" to the origin question, which was considered by census officials to be an invalid response even if an individual had been born in Canada. 32 In 1901 the origin column was reintroduced, labelled "racial and tribal origin," and defined much more clearly. For First Nations, specific tribal or band names, rather than the simple label "Indian," were to be recorded. For non-Aboriginals the instructions indicated that origin was to be traced through the father's lineage, but did not explicitly suggest how Aboriginal origins should be traced. 33 In 1911 and 1916 the instructions clearly state that Indians inherited their origin through their mother's family. 34 The censuses of the mid-1880s began a series of enumerations to measure immigration to and settlement of the Canadian west. As a result, these censuses of the districts of Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, and the province of Manitoba were the first to distinguish Métis as individuals with mixed Native and European ancestry. Previously, the Métis had been classed as being of European descent. 35 Consequently, just two Métis in total had been recorded by the 1871 census of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick. There were few persons of mixed blood in these provinces, the census report explained. However, the report also stated that an entry of "not given" for origin was often written down when there was no "definite answer," a common occurrence when enumerating families of mixed origin. 36 In the western censuses of the 1880s, there were five options for Métis classification: English, French, Scotch, Irish, or "Undefined" "Half-Breed." 37 In 1901 the Department of Agriculture set out a system of initials to more precisely identify all origins of the Métis. Thus, for example, "o.f.b." meant "Ojibway French breed." For this census any person of mixed Native and European ancestry was to be classed as "red...irrespective of the degree of colour," marked by an "R" in the appropriate column. Only "pure whites [should] be classed as whites." 38 This census was the only one to ask for multiple origins, and in 1911 the origin of the Métis was recorded through the patrilineal line, in comparison to Indians who were considered to trace their heritage through their mother's ancestry. 39 Clearly, this evolution of terms resulted in different numbers of Aboriginal peoples for each census.
Of course, the enumeration experience did not neatly match this system of classification. Despite their instructions, officials often expressed uncertainty about how to determine Aboriginal identity. One 1861 enumerator for the Nipissing district in Ontario noted on his forms, "These people are so mixed up with Indian that I scarcely know what to call them. The principal mixture is white, and they cultivate the soil so I call them white." 40 In 1891 the column to identify French-Canadians confused enumerators who were unsure whether to include the Métis of Manitoba and the northwest territories in this category. 41 Enumerators did not always follow instructions either. In British Columbia in 1891, George Sargison, the Chief Census Officer, questioned the absence of a place to distinguish First Nations on the enumeration schedules, believing that it was necessary for statistical purposes. 42 He apparently communicated his concern to the enumerators under his charge, for the 1891 British Columbia census manuscripts abound with the earlier short form "Ind," even though there was no specific column for this designation. In 1911 some census-takers continued to record "half breed" in the racial and tribal origin column even though they were asked to identify only one origin.
The various versions of the Indian Act created legal definitions of what it meant to Indian or Métis, and these did not always match those laid out by the census instructions. An 1850 statute for Lower Canada defined an "Indian" as anyone Native by birth, married to an Indian, known to belong to a group of Indians, or the child of any such person. It also included anyone adopted in infancy as Indian, regardless of ancestry, and their descendants, a clause revoked one year later. This modified definition continued after Confederation, 68 but was adjusted in 1869 to exclude anyone from treaty money who was born after that year and had less than one quarter Indian blood. 43 In 1876 the term Indian was redefined as a male of Indian blood reputed to belong to a band, his children, and any woman who was or had been married to an Indian. 44 Unlike the census instructions which stated in 1911 that Indian ancestry was traced through maternal descent, legal Indian status was inherited through the paternal side.
The law also outlined ways in which the Indian status could be lost, gained, or altered. Policies of enfranchisement which awarded the vote and full citizenship also revoked legal Indian status. As early as 1857 an individual could apply to be enfranchised and his change in status extended to his wife and children. The Indian Act of 1876 automatically enfranchised any individual who had a university degree or practiced as a medical doctor, lawyer, or minister. While the amended 1880 Act omitted the automatic implementation, it allowed any Natives to apply if they were judged to be intelligent enough to exercise the privileges of enfranchisement, of good moral character, and temperate in living by a clergyman or two Justices of the Peace. 45 Relatively few Natives became enfranchised, however. More numerically significant was the number of women who lost their status through marriage. After 1869 a Native woman who married a non-Native man lost her official government status, although she retained her share in treaty payments if her band agreed. The child of a Native mother and a non-Native father did not receive status because the DIA traced ancestry through the father. In contrast, a non-Aboriginal woman who married an Aboriginal man became, by law, an Indian. After 1876 the Department of Indian Affairs also could exclude any illegitimate child who had not shared in band money for over two years at any time, or any individual who had resided in another country for over five years without the consent of the Superintendent-General. 46 Amendments in 1887 further strengthened the power of the Department of Indian Affairs to control who was and was not a legal Indian. After their passage, the Superintendent-General or Indian Agent could determine if any band member was entitled to share in the moneys and property belonging to the band; this decision was final although subject to an appeal to the Governor-inCouncil. Indian Affairs could stop any payment of money to a Native man who deserted his family, or to a childless woman who left her husband to live with another man. 47 Government policies also legislated who was legally considered Métis. For example, in places such as northern Ontario, where there was no consideration of Métis rights during treaty negotiations, some Métis had opted to take treaty and legally become Indians, although the DIA later struck many of these individuals off their registers. In the settlement of the northwest, the government treated the Métis differently. The government offered scrip to the heads of Métis families and their children. 48 But taking scrip equalled giving up legal Indian status according to the Indian Act of 1876. No Métis head of family (with the exception of a widow who had earlier taken treaty) could be considered an Indian or be entitled to treaty rights. After 1888 any Métis individuals who had previously taken treaty were allowed to withdraw from it and such withdrawal affected any unmarried minor children. 49 These legal definitions become problematic when considering census data. First, Indian agents enumerating their reserves sometimes chose to use the legal definition of being Indian, which did not always match the census definitions. Second, Métis who took treaty as Indians would be labelled as such despite their own self-subscribed identity, while anyone who withdrew from treaty or had been removed from the Indian register would appear differently from one census to the next. It is also possible that the census overlooked individuals who continued to live on a reserve after their official status had been revoked by the government or if they had applied for enfranchisement. Native groups whose traditional territory spanned the Canadian-American border often moved across this boundary to join family members or to seek employment, and could be struck off the Indian register, even if they returned to their home reserve. For all such individuals, Indian agents may not have considered them Indians, and This complex conjunction of Indian Affairs regulations and census enumeration can be illustrated by the cases of the Garden River, Batchewana Bay, and Dokis bands in northern Ontario, which consisted of Anishinabeg (Ojibwa and Ottawa) peoples and their Métis relatives. During the negotiations for the Robinson-Huron treaty of 1850, some of the Anishinabeg chiefs of the Garden River and Batchewana Bay communities asked for some 60 of their Métis kin to be included in the settlement of land rights. 50 Rather than using purely biological considerations, the Métis distinguished themselves from their Anishinabeg relatives by their sedentary settlements in the seigneurial style of long thin river-front lots, belief in Roman Catholicism, political independence from Native chiefs, and employment as farmers and in the fur trade. 51 In response to the chiefs' request, William B. Robinson, the Province of Canada negotiator, protested that he did not have the power to award special rights to individuals of mixed ancestry. Instead he and the chiefs allowed numerous Métis to become part of their bands, forcing them to choose between a legal Native identity or a non-Native one. Families such as the Bells, Birons, Pereaults, Boissoneaults, Laroses, and Cadottes joined the Garden River or Batchewana bands. As well, Algoma district Judge John Prince induced numerous Métis families to sell their land in the town of Sault Ste Marie and move to the Garden River reserve in the 1860s; under Prince many Métis individuals became legal Indians. 52 As the federal government became increasingly parsimonious in its promise to pay annuities under the Robinson-Huron treaty, and looking to profit from the mining and timber resources that were supposed to be protected under that treaty, it sought to reduce the number of registered members. The first investigation occurred in the 1850s and resulted in the striking off of about 200 names from the list, some of whom were considered to be American Indians living in the United States, and others who were deemed Métis, not Indian, based on biology and on their lifestyle. Later investigations in the 1870s and 1890s sought out families of mixed ancestry now judged ineligible for treaty rights and payments. 53 
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status. 54 The census of 1861 for Garden River and Batchewana shows many families of the aforementioned names listed as Indian, but by the late nineteenth century they were labelled French or half-breed.
The mix of census and DIA policies used to identify racial, ethnic, or legal identities can also be demonstrated by the documentation of the D'Aigle or Dokis family. Migisi, otherwise known as Michel d'Aigle, was born of a French Canadian fur trader father and an Anishinabeg woman. As a child he acquired the name Dokis and, at the time of the Robinson-Huron treaty negotiations, he was recognized as a chief and awarded a reserve on the French River for his own family and extended kin. Although biologically Métis, Dokis was raised as an Anishinabeg. 55 If census officials viewed enumeration as a colonial tool to identify and classify different ethnic groups, many Native communities viewed themselves as sovereign allies to the Crown and the census as part of their ongoing relationship with the Queen. 57 The 1861 enumerator for the Six Nations of the Grand River reserve in Ontario recorded that one man resisted giving information and enquired if the census might be related to tax adjustments. When the enumerator decided to "touch upon his loyalty" and suggested that the Queen wished to know "how many good loyal subjects" she had, the man "immediately replied and said -set me down." 58 First Nations also drew symbolic objects of loyalty into the enumeration process. As part of treaty negotiations and other conferences, officials often gifted medals to First Nations as a way to symbolize their alliance to the Crown. This practice had been done by the Prince of Wales in the summer of 1860. Thus, an enumerator's approach, 54 72 couched in terms of the Prince wanting to know how many "Red Children his mother has" in the winter of 1861 so he could send medals to each, was a compelling tactic to prod Natives for information. While Algoma Census Commissioner Richard Carney considered a request for tobacco. "etc.," in return for providing information, a bribe, it is more probable that the individual's demand stemmed from the customary protocol of gift-giving that accompanied many meetings between government officials and Native groups engaged in nation-to-nation business. 59 In another case in 1891, one Native community refused to answer questions because the enumerator had not brought a British flag with him, a symbol present at negotiations with government officials. Once such a flag was procured, the community answered all questions "willingly." 60 Aboriginal peoples also found ways to negotiate or challenge the census. Beginning with the 1871 census, enumerators were instructed to pose questions to the head of each household and write down the response, rather than fill out the forms according to their own observations or local knowledge. This approach allowed Aboriginal peoples some measure of self-identification of their origins, despite the census or Indian Act classifications. As has been noted in more recent censuses, individuals could choose to hide their Aboriginal origins from a sense of shame or to escape notice of the Department of Indian Affairs, or, alternatively, identify as Native to take advantage of government programs. 61 "Ethnic drifters" could choose a different origin than their parents, or change their answer between censuses, particularly if they had more than one origin from which to select. 62 Identities could also be simplified over generations; as Neal McLeod argues, those who now think of themselves as Cree because of the language they speak, really possess a mixed ancestry of Saulteaux, Assiniboine, and Cree. 63 Demographers have noted a difference between Aboriginal origins and Aboriginal identity; individuals may have been biologically of Aboriginal ancestry but had no personal or familial ties to an Aboriginal identity and thus did not think of themselves as Aboriginal. 64 The reverse was also true; many with a mixed ancestry thought of themselves as Native.
Already displeased by the government treatment of them, numerous Aboriginal communities refused outright to take part in enumeration and tested the assumption that Indian agents had the power to collect census information. The government belief that Indian agents should take the census of their own reserves in order to improve the accuracy of the results and the ease of enumeration was often overly sanguine. Rather than holding the "confidence" of the community, as Robert Coats thought, agents' relationships with reserve members were frequently marked by suspicion and avoidance. After 1871 the DIA took its own census annually and numerous First Nations communities disliked participating in these as well. Harry Guillod, a British Columbia Indian agent remarked that the Natives at Friendly Cove were "more superstitious and prejudiced against the whiteman than any tribe on the coast, saying when I took the census, after I got their names on paper, I should cause them to die by poison." 65 Similarly, in 1886 A.M. Muckle in Manitoba noted, "The taking of the census was a great trouble. Indians are suspicious, and would like to be left alone. They cannot see what good it does them to give the ages of themselves and families, and they suspect it might do them harm; no explanation would change their opinion is this respect." 66 A.E. Howse of the Okanagan Agency reported in 1882 that his "efforts to secure correct returns ... have not been attended with the desired result." Many refused to answer his questions, stating that they were the same as last year, or asked for money in return. They "cannot understand why the Government want [sic] to know so much about their private business. I have explained most clearly the objects, but they cannot be induced to furnish the desired information." Howse blamed this perversity on Natives from Washington state who often visited Okanagan communities. "They claim unfair treatment from the hands of the American government," Howse explained, "and give various reasons for it, often blaming themselves for giving so much information, which they believe to have been the cause of their trouble." 67 Native communities also resisted answering the questions for the national census enumerators who were associated with the DIA. Richard Carney, a magistrate who became involved in reforming local politics on reserves in the Algoma district in northern Ontario was appointed a Census Commissioner for this area in 1861. He remarked that First Nations gave information with "great reluctance" because they had been deceived so many times by the government. At another spot, Native individuals expressed their confusion over why the government would want information about how many animals they had trapped during the year, and, consequently, there was much talk and "circumlocution." 68 In at least one place during enumeration, one community had decided to provide Richard Carney's son John with the requested information only because they had heard his father was a "friend" to Natives. Otherwise, they would have refused. 69 But many of the Anishinabeg people around the north shores of Lakes Huron and Superior were so incensed by the census questions, as well as years of violation of their fishing and mineral rights under the Robinson treaties, the withholding of treaty annuities, and the stripping of treaty status from numerous individuals, that many refused to meet enumerators or provided false information to them. Richard and John Carney had been told that during enumeration they should collect information about the level of "civilization" of the Anishinabeg in the area because if individuals appeared assimilated enough, they could be struck off treaty annuity lists, reducing government payments. The more individual treaty rights that could be extinguished, the more land would fall under the control of the federal government, which was eager to sell or lease mining and timber rights to private companies. Both Carneys and George Ironside, another enumerator and an Indian superintendent who had assisted in reducing the lists of treaty Indians at Garden River and Batchewana Bay, recognized that the Algoma district returns were full of omissions and inaccurate information because of the suspicion of the Anishinabeg. 70 Those not associated with DIA still encountered suspicion and resistance. On the Naas River in British Columbia in 1891, Frederick Greer received many enquiries from Natives about his purpose. A few asked to be compensated for their information, or for information provided about families away hunting or berry-picking. In one place elders suspiciously stated that Greer's purpose must be "to find out how many of them there were, and then the Government would do away with them to get their land." 71 Others wondered why such information was being recorded again when only the previous year Indian Affairs had asked similar questions. 72 Ronald Green reported "unusual trouble" with the First Nations in Port Essington, who required him to explain his purpose at "every place" and then wished to discuss it in private amongst themselves before cooperating. At another community, Green strategically visited the chief first, a tactic used by other enumerators to gain approval of village leaders and, hopefully, of the rest of the residents. Green still faced hostility at this village though; leaving one house he fell through the steps of its porch, cutting and bruising his leg. The Native owner demanded recompense which Green paid, but he wondered who would pay him for his injury, which was so severe that "the mark made is on the bone and I shall carry it to my grave." 73 Under each census act, refusal to answer questions resulted in a fine, but few individuals, Native or otherwise, were ever prosecuted. One case, that of Michel D'Aigle or Chief Dokis of northern Ontario, further illustrates the resistance of Aboriginal peoples to what they perceived to be a colonial imposition. George B. Mills, an enumerator for the Nipissing district, first visited the home of Dokis' eldest son whose wife gave him the desired information. His other two sons and his own wife refused to cooperate until they had spoken with the chief. Consequently, Mills arranged for a meeting the next morning but when the chief did not arrive, Mills asked one of Dokis' sons to fetch him. Neither returned, so the enumerator sought out the family camp. Mills reported later that the chief fully understood the nature and purpose of enumeration and even that Dokis remembered the 1881 census and the name of the local enumerator. All day and the next the chief declined to answer any of the questions even though Mills twice informed him that he was bound by law to do so. Finally, one of Dokis' sons gave the required information for himself and Mills decided to return to Sturgeon Falls, where he had warrants issued and sent constables to apprehend Dokis and his one son. Even so, Mills was willing to settle the matter if only the men would provide him with the required information. Dokis once again refused. 74 Dokis appeared before a magistrate who charged him a fine of $26.60, which included Mills' expenses spent waiting at Dokis' camp, constable fees, and warrants. 75 Sturgeon Falls merchant and Justice of the Peace Joseph Michaud took up the matter with Indian Affairs. Dokis, Michaud argued, had been suspicious of the enumerator and the interpreter. In particular, the interpreter had been involved in an attempt to press Dokis and his band to sell timber limits. Thus, the use of the interpreter for the census had caused Dokis to question whether enumeration was related to this issue. Beginning in 1881 Dokis had received numerous bids to cut timber on his reserve and pressure from the DIA to comply. 76 Because the chief had simply tried to protect his band, Michaud deemed that the fine Dokis had to pay for breaking the law was "terrible [for] he done [sic] no harm," and urged that Indian Affairs remit Dokis the amount. In response the DIA only replied that it could not interfere since the law had been broken. Michaud continued to plead Dokis' case and accused the department of having "so little interest" in First Nations. He also stated that communication had been problematic. The chief had not been able to understand the interpreter who spoke poor French and no Ojibwa, the two languages Dokis knew. In contrast to Mills' claim, Michaud also stated that the Native band knew nothing about the census enumeration. 77 In response to Michaud's petitions, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs Lawrence Vankoughnet wrote to John Lowe, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture, and asked that Dokis be recompensed the amount of the fine due to extenuating circumstances. 78 The Department of Agriculture then began its own enquiry through William Hogarth, the Census Commissioner for the Nipissing district. Hogarth's investigation revealed that Mills had taken full advantage of the situation. Although Dokis had directly paid Mills the $26 for the amount of expenses incurred by the enumerator and his assistant, Mills had also charged the Department of Agriculture for the same time and expenses. Hogarth reported to the Department of Agriculture that Dokis confirmed to him that he had not understood the purpose of the census and if he had, he would have complied. Hogarth concluded that Dokis should be reimbursed and that Mills' salary should be docked for the doubly charged amounts. 79 In the meantime, Michaud kept pressing Indian Affairs to resolve what he called a "gross injustice," and threatened to bring the matter before Parliament in Ottawa if it was not settled. 80 By late August the Department of Agriculture continued to enquire about the paid fine, but there is no indication whether Chief Dokis ever received reimbursement. 81 The DIA also attempted to use the provisions of the Indian Act to coerce Native communities to cooperate, even if the Act itself did not have a clause regarding census-taking. During the 1916 western census, the chief of the Ojibwa Roseau Rapids reserve in Manitoba forbade his councillors and people to provide any information, as he had done twice before. Indian Agent Archibald Ogletree explained that, if charged, the chief and his councillors would go to jail because they had no money to pay the fine. Ogletree was reluctant to proceed because the chief and one councillor were blind and another a "cripple." Instead he suggested that the chief and three of his councillors be dismissed from their office. Another proposed solution was to withhold their treaty money until they provided the requisite information. Ultimately, John D. McLean, the Assistant Deputy Superintendent General, allowed the matter to drop, but threatened that next time these leaders would be deposed under section 96 of the Indian Act, which set out provisions for removing traditional leaders under the vague grounds of "dishonesty, intemperance, immorality or incompetency." 82 Of course, not all those who refused to answer questions were Aboriginal, because there was a widespread suspicion among the public at large that the information would be used to increase taxes; but the resistance of Aboriginal peoples must be seen in light of their particular colonialist relationship with the Department of Indian Affairs. Resistance meant that some Aboriginal groups were not recorded at all on the census or that the information provided was inaccurate.
Despite Aboriginal resistance, a great deal of information was collected by enumerators between 1851 and 1916. Officials interpreted this data based on their nineteenth-century preconceptions that Aboriginal culture was inferior to European-settler societies, and also used it to justify policies. In a contradiction common to accepted evolutionary theory of the time, it was believed that First Nations would die off as Canadians supplanted their communities, or would assimilate into mainstream society. In 1861 Thomas Johnson, enumerator for a large part of northern Ontario, assumed that "the Red Men of the Forest are fast passing away," and so he thought the documentation of their numbers through the census was important to see their "gradual decline." 83 Joseph-Charles Taché, Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Statistics, also commented on the decline of Aboriginal peoples after the 1871 census. Those who lived solely by hunting and fishing, Taché argued, could not increase their numbers beyond a certain limit. Such peoples were decreasing in number as their Euro-Canadian neighbours encroached upon their natural resources, or as they intermarried with them. 84 Essentially, Taché validated the common belief that contact between Aboriginals and settlers led to extinction or assimilation.
On the other hand, an increase of the Aboriginal population documented by the 1891 census was touted by the Department of Agriculture as the "strongest possible evidence of the wisdom of the policy pursued by the Government." It speculated that most of the increase came within the Aboriginal groups of eastern Canada because they had been under government supervision longer. 
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Similar policies, lately implemented in the northwest, the department concluded, would accordingly result in an increase in these areas in the future. 85 In 1893 the Statistical Year-Book of Canada offered a modified opinion that the First Nations population had almost reached a "stationary limit." Considering the short time that many Natives had had to assimilate, the extent of intermarriage, and their resistance to medical treatment, this publication continued, it could be assumed that a "survival of the fittest" had been reached and therefore only a slight increase could be expected. 86 In such interpretations of the census data, Aboriginal peoples were viewed as passive. If their numbers were decreasing, it was because of their predetermined evolutionary limit; if their numbers were increasing, it was due to the policies of the Department of Indian Affairs, not their own strategies to adapt to the increasing pressures of Canada's settler society. Whatever the numbers gathered by the census, the government used them to justify its own particular goals.
The links between the census and colonialism altered the enumeration process for Aboriginal peoples in Canada, especially for those living in the northern and western parts of the country. Census officials increasingly believed that those working for the Department of Indian Affairs were best suited for taking the census in Aboriginal communities. Some Aboriginal individuals viewed the census process as part of their long-term alliance with the state, a concept based on sovereignty, but one which was anathema to the DIA. Rather than facilitating enumeration, DIA officials often angered Aboriginal individuals with their questions, resulting in prevarication or outright refusal to participate. Further inaccuracies and omissions in the census data resulted from the two different systems of cultural identification -the biological one set out by the census bureau and the legal one created by the Indian Act. Thus, all of the census data regarding Aboriginal peoples must be understood in the context of their colonial relationship with the Canadian state. * * * MICHELLE A. HAMILTON is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow in Rural History and a member of the 1871 and 1891 Census of Canada project team at the University of Guelph.
